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INTRODUCTION 
The energy source for thermophotovoltaic energy conversion is a net flux of photons between 
two surfaces at different temperatures as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Within a 
vacuum, only a 
net flux of 
photons 
transfers energy 
from the 
radiating surface 
to the TPV cell. 
Radiating 
Surface 
TPV Module >Eg 
<Eg 
 
<Eg – Photons 
with energies 
less than the 
band gap of the 
TPV cell. 
 
>Eg – Photons 
with energies 
greater than the 
band gap of the 
TPV cell. 
 
Figure 1:  Simplified Thermophotovoltaic Energy Conversion Configuration 
 
Typically these photons are both spectrally and directionally dispersive depending on the 
materials and geometry of the interacting surfaces.  This spectral and directional dispersion, 
modeled as blackbody radiation, has a significant impact on spectral control device design and 
overall TPV system efficiency.  The wavelength (λ) and radiator temperature (Th) dependence of 
radiation from a blackbody is defined by Planck’s spectral distribution of emissive power: 
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where h is Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzman’s constant, and c is the speed of light. 
Figure 2 compares the spectral distribution of the energy flux for solar radiation 10,895F 
(6035C) incident at the Earth’s surface to a blackbody source at 1750F (954C).  The lower 
temperature TPV blackbody source shows significantly longer average wavelength content (i.e., 
lower energy) compared to the solar source.  In addition, the blackbody spectrum for 1750F 
(954C) radiator temperature covers a much broader spectral range compared to the solar 
spectrum.  About 95% of the radiated power from a 1750F (954C) blackbody is contained in the 
wavelength range from 1-10µm compared to the wavelength range from 0.2-2µm for the solar 
spectrum.  The large spectral range of a TPV blackbody radiator necessitates a very wide 
(~2-10µm) reflection bandwidth for cold side spectral control technologies and/or a very wide  
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suppressed emission bandwidth for hot side spectral control technologies.  This requirement 
imposes significant constraints on spectral control design and performance from a materials 
selection viewpoint.  For example, front surface filter materials must have very low absorption 
(extinction coefficient < 0.001) over the spectral range of 1µm to greater than 10µm in order to 
achieve high transmission of high energy, above band gap photons and high reflection of low 
energy, below band gap photons. 
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Figure 2:  Comparison of Solar and TPV Spectrum 
 
It is important to note that photons are incident on the TPV cell or filter (if applicable) surface 
from all angles of incidence.  The angular dispersion of photons incident on the TPV cold side 
from a Lambertian TPV radiator surface in an infinite flat plate geometry follows a sinθ⋅cosθ 
dependence (Reference (1)) where θ is the angle of incidence.  As shown in Figure 3, this 
dependence has a peak value at 45°, compared to the near-normal solar spectrum (the result of 
the large Earth-sun separation).  The large angular dispersion of the blackbody TPV source 
complicates spectral control design and performance in several ways: 
 
• Interference-based filters depend on the optical path length of filter layers, which in turn 
depends on the angle of photon incidence.  The large photon angular dispersion (0o-90o) 
leads to a performance compromise for a fixed filter design. 
 
• The high angular dispersion of incident photons, together with non-specular reflections, 
lead to the potential for optical frustration, (i.e., trapping and multiple internal reflections 
within the high refraction index layers of the TPV cell/filter).  Frustration can be a major 
parasitic absorption loss process even for near-zero absorption materials because of the 
long path lengths. 
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• At incidence angles greater than 70° (which represent ~12% of the TPV blackbody 
photon population), the reflection probability increases as predicted from Fresnel’s laws 
(R∝sin2θ).  High angle reflection limits the transmission of above-bandgap energy and 
lowers TPV surface power density. 
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Figure 3:  Photon Distribution as a Function of Angle of Incidence 
 
Thermophotovoltaic cells can only convert a subset of the net flux of incident photons.  
Specifically, photons with energies greater than the band gap of the TPV cell can create 
electricity; while photons with energies less than the band gap will create parasitic heat if 
absorbed.  Therefore, the useful radiant energy for conversion is a fraction of the total radiant 
energy.  For example, only about 16 percent of the radiant energy can be converted to 
electricity for a 1750F (954C) radiator temperature and a 0.60 eV band gap TPV cell.  The 
fraction of usable above-band gap energy as a function of TPV cell band gap is shown in Figure 
4 for a 1750F (954C) radiator temperature.  Ideally, this unconvertible energy should be 
suppressed from being emitted from the radiator or reflected back to the radiator (recuperated) 
in order to maximize TPV efficiency. 
 
Without spectral control, TPV energy conversion performance suffers dramatically.  Using a 
simplified expression, TPV efficiency equals to the product of cell efficiency and spectral 
efficiency (defined later) as follows: 
η TPV  = η Cell  x η Spectral     Equation 2 
 
The net conversion efficiency for a 30 percent efficient TPV cell with a 0.60eV band gap and no 
spectral control would be only 5 percent (30% * 16% = 5%) for a 1750F (954C) radiator 
temperature.  On the other hand, a 75 percent efficient1, spectral control configuration would 
yield a net efficiency of 23 percent (30% * 75% = 23%) for the same TPV cell. 
                                                
1 As will be presented later, 75% spectral efficiency has been achieved using tandem filters. 
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Figure 4:  Comparison of Usable, Above Band Gap Energy Fraction with Band Gap 
for a 1750F (954C) Radiator Temperature 
 
The solution is to modify the net flux of photons so that only above band gap photons reach the 
TPV cell.  Ideally, TPV energy conversion systems should use material structures with surface 
and bulk optical properties that emit only convertible photons and suppress non-convertible 
photons from the radiating side or perfectly transmit convertible photons and reflect non-
convertible photons that reach the TPV cell.  Figure 5 shows ideal spectral performance for 
radiating surface and the TPV module. 
 
In reality, the current TPV energy conversion systems use material structures for the radiating 
surfaces that maximize the emission of convertible photons with little or no suppression of the 
emission of unconvertible photons.  As a result, the net radiant flux between the radiating 
surface and the TPV module includes both convertible and unconvertible photons.  
Consequently, TPV energy conversion system must include material structures that reflect (or 
recuperate) the unconvertible photons that reach the front surface of the TPV module to 
minimize parasitic absorption and at the same time transmit the convertible photons that reach 
the front surface of the TPV module for conversion to electricity. 
 
Spectral control is the selection, design, and development of material structures used for TPV 
energy conversion systems that maximize the net flux of convertible (above band gap) photons 
and recuperate (or reflect) any net flux of unconvertible (below band gap) photons back to the 
radiating surface.  The focus of this selection, design, and development for TPV spectral control 
is the manipulation of the spectral emittance, reflectance, and transmittance properties of both 
the radiating surface and the TPV module. 
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 Ideal TPV module spectral control: 
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Figure 5:  Spectral Distribution Reaching the TPV Module without Spectral Control (a) 
and with Ideal Spectral Control (b) 
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Background 
In the mid 1980s, spectral control was identified as an enabling technology for TPV energy 
conversion (References (1, 2)).  Since then, the development of various spectral control 
technologies has occurred in parallel with the development of TPV cell technology.  Table 1 
summarizes the spectral control options that have been postulated. 
 
Table 1 Elements of TPV Energy Conversion (Spectral Control Elements are Shaded) 
Radiator 
• Selective and Textured Radiators 
• Filtered Radiator 
• 3-D Photonic Crystal Structure Radiator 
 ↑ Hot Side 
Gap  
 ↓ Cold Side 
Front Surface 
• Interference Filter, Plasma Filter, or Combination (Tandem Filter) 
• Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) filter 
• 3-D Photonic Crystal Structure Filter 
TPV Cell  
Back Surface • Metallic Back Surface Reflector (BSR) 
 
For the radiator side or hot side of the gap, selective and textured radiators represent the use of 
bulk materials with intrinsic, spectral emittance properties at the required temperature (usually 
greater than 1832F (1000C) (References (3-11)).  A filtered radiator enhances the intrinsic 
spectral emittance by applying numerous thin layers on the bulk material (Reference (5)).  A 
three dimensional photonic crystal structure radiator has been postulated for use as either an 
engineered bulk material or a filter on a bulk material (Reference (12)).  As a filter the 3-D 
photonic crystal structure would represent an extension of the filtered radiator approach (a 1-D 
photonic crystal) with additional dimensions. 
 
On the front surface of the cold side, several filter options exist.  Edge pass (short pass) optical 
filters use thin layers of materials to take advantage of the interference effect and to get desired 
optical properties.  Plasma filters use a highly doped, semiconductor layer to achieve optical 
properties with a reflectance region like a metal and a low absorption region like an insulator.  A 
tandem filter is an edge pass filter in series with a plasma filter (References (13-17)).  Another 
front surface option is frequency selective surface (FSS) filters that selectively reflect and 
transmit incident electromagnetic radiation via currents induced in a periodic array of metal 
(Reference (18)).  A 3-D photonic crystal structure extends the use of the interference effect to 
three dimensions (Reference (19)). 
 
Finally, for the back side, a metallic reflector refers to a highly reflective material applied to the 
backside, opposite to the illumination side, of a TPV cell. 
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TECHNICAL BASIS 
For any energy conversion system, the efficiency of and the volume or mass associated with the 
conversion process are central.  The merit functions for TPV spectral control, spectral efficiency 
(ηspectral) and above band gap transmission (T>Eg), capture the spectral control performance that 
relates to the conversion efficiency and power density of a TPV energy conversion system.  The 
spectral efficiency is the ratio of the integrated above band gap power absorbed in the active 
region of the TPV cell to the total power absorbed in the TPV cell.  The integrated, above band 
gap transmission is the ratio of the integrated above band gap power absorbed by the TPV cell 
to the above band gap power radiated from a blackbody.  In other words, the fraction of above 
band gap power from a blackbody that is transmitted to the active region of the TPV cell 
reduced by radiator emittance less than one, cold side reflectance, and filter absorptance, if any.  
Specifically, these merit functions are defined as follows, assuming specular surfaces in an 
infinite parallel plate configuration: 
∫ ∫
∫ ∫ −=
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Where: 
T(λ,θ) is the transmittance of the cold side as a function of wavelength and angle of 
incidence, 
R(λ,θ) is the reflectance of the cold side as a function of wavelength and angle of 
incidence.  R(λ,θ) can be the reflectance of any of the following: 
• a front surface filter on a TPV cell (with or without a BSR), 
• a TPV cell (with or without a BSR) with an antireflection coating, 
• a bare TPV cell (with or without a BSR). 
Since T(λ,θ) is equal to 1 – R(λ,θ) – A(λ,θ), T(λ,θ) / 1 – R(λ,θ) in the numerator becomes one 
when no absorption (A(λ,θ)) in the front surface filter exists or no front surface filter exists (as 
with a cell with a back surface reflector only), 
λ is wavelength,  
λg is the wavelength corresponding to the band gap (Eg) of the TPV cell, 
N(λ,Τrad) is Planck’s blackbody spectral distribution of emissive power as a function of 
wavelength and temperature, 
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θ is the angle of incidence of incoming photons, 
 
Trad is the radiator temperature, 
 
εeff(λ,θ,Trad) is the effective cavity emittance for infinite, parallel plates as follows: 
 
1
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1
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−−+
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θλθλε
θλε
RT
T
radrad
radeff Equation 5 
 
εrad(λ,θ,Trad) is the radiator emittance as a function of wavelength, angle, and temperature 
 
Note that εeff(λ, θ, Th) simplifies to 1 - R(λ,θ) for the ideal case of a blackbody radiator 
(εrad(λ,θ,Th) = 1), and that the T(λ,θ) /(1- R(λ,θ)) term in Eq. (2) and (3) accounts for 
parasitic absorption of above bandgap photons in a front surface filter (if applicable).  It is 
also useful to define the integrated below bandgap effective emissivity, ε<Eg,eff, as follows: 
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These merit functions are aggregate, energy weighted measures of TPV spectral performance 
and have been shown to correlate with the independently measured efficiency and power 
density of a combined TPV cell and spectral control configuration (References (20, 21)).  The 
performance, as captured in the merit functions, is dependent on the available energy as a 
function of wavelength (according to the Plank distribution) and incident angle.  As a result, 
reflectance at a wavelength of 3µm and a 45° incident angle is much more important than 
performance at a wavelength of 15µm and a 45° incident angle.  Spectrally, about 96% of the 
available energy is between 1.25-13.5µm for a radiator temperature of 1750F (954C).  
Directionally, the available energy is a symmetric distribution about a peak at 45° incident angle 
(See Figure 3). 
 
Examination of Equation (3) indicates that high spectral efficiency requires a spectral control 
technology with very low, integrated below band gap effective emissivity, high integrated above 
band gap transmission, and low parasitic absorption of above band gap photons in the filter (if 
applicable).  Figure 6 shows the relationship between spectral efficiency and integrated below 
band gap effective emissivity for a radiator temperature of 1750F (954C), an integrated above 
band gap transmission of 85%, a 0% above band gap parasitic filter absorption, and TPV cell 
band gaps of 0.4 eV, 0.5 eV, 0.6 eV, and 0.7 eV.  As shown in Figure 6, spectral efficiency is a 
strong function of integrated below band gap emissivity and TPV cell band gap.  Higher 
integrated below band gap effective emissivity results in higher parasitic absorption and lower 
spectral efficiency.  Spectral efficiency is higher for lower band gap TPV cells because the  
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above band gap fraction is higher (Figure 4).  In order to achieve spectral efficiencies of 85%, 
integrated below band gap emissivity must be less than 12%, 6%, 3%, and 1.6% for 0.4 eV, 0.5 
eV, 0.6 eV, and 0.7 eV TPV cell band gap, respectively.  
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Figure 6:  Comparison of Spectral Efficiency with  
Integrated Below Band Gap Effective Emissivity 
 
SPECTRAL CONTROL 
The following spectral control configurations have had significant development: 
 
• Front surface, tandem filters, 
• Front surface, frequency selective surface filters, 
• Metallic back surface reflectors, and 
• Selective, textured, and filtered radiating surfaces. 
 
Spectral control configurations that involve 3-D photonic crystal structures are in the beginning 
stages of development and comparisons with the spectral control configurations in the previous 
list is premature. 
 
Front Surface Spectral Control 
 
Front surface spectral control using tandem filters has achieved the highest spectral efficiency 
of any spectral control configuration to date (References (22-24)).  In contrast, both the modeled 
and predicted performance of frequency selective surfaces as front surface, spectral control 
have achieved significantly lower spectral efficiencies and above band gap transmission  
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performance than tandem filters (Reference (25)).  The performance of the third option, photonic 
crystal structures, listed in Table 1 has yet to be shown but may provide better performance 
than tandem filters (References (19)). 
 
Tandem Filters 
 
A tandem filter is a combination of a plasma filter and an interference filter (References (15-17, 
24, 26)), as shown in Figure 7.  The interference filter provides high transmission of above band 
gap photons, high reflection of below band gap photons from the band gap wavelength to 
approximately 6µm, and a sharp transition from high transmission to high reflection at or near 
the band gap wavelength.  The plasma filter provides low absorption for above band gap 
photons and high reflection for below band gap photons with wavelength greater than ~6µm.  
Figure 7 also illustrates the performance of the tandem filter concept by showing the spectral 
response of the interference filter, the plasma filter, and the combination of the two as a tandem 
filter. 
 
The plasma filter consists of a heavily doped (~5x1019 cm-3) n-type (doped with Te) layer of 
InP0.75As0.25 epitaxially grown using organo-metallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE) onto a 
double side polished InP substrate (References (27, 28)).  This plasma filter has a plasma 
wavelength of 4.5-5µm.  Essentially, the plasma filter acts like a dielectric in the short 
wavelength above band gap spectral region and acts like a metal in the long wavelength 
spectral region. 
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Figure 7:  Tandem Filter Concept 
 
The interference filter consists of a multilayer stack of dielectric materials. Sb2Se3 (n~3.4) is 
used as the high index of refraction material and YF3 (n~1.5) is used as the low index of 
refraction material.  The development of Sb2Se3 as a high index of refraction interference filter 
material is a key program achievement that has enabled high TPV spectral performance.  
Sb2Se3 provides a high index of refraction (~3.4) and a very low extinction coefficient (<0.0001) 
across the entire spectral range (from 0.85µm to greater than 30µm). 
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Figure 8:  Current Spectral Performance of Front Surface, Tandem Filters 
 
 
Figure 8 shows the measured and predicted reflection (45° incident angle) versus wavelength of 
tandem filters fabricated for 0.52 eV and 0.60 eV TPV cells.  The measured results are in 
excellent agreement with predictions made using OptiLayer™ thin film design software.  
Specifically, the measured results show very high reflectivity in the below bandgap region, 
minimal edge shift with angle of incidence, and sharp transition at the bandgap wavelength.  
Sb2Se3/YF3 tandem filters represent the highest spectral performance achieved to date for TPV 
spectral control.  Specifically, tandem filters have achieved spectral efficiencies of ~83% for a 
0.52eV band gap and ~76% for a 0.60eV band gap for a 1750F (954C) radiator temperature.  
Moreover, a 0.60eV band gap tandem filter enabled a measured, TPV conversion efficiency of 
22%, the greatest TPV conversion efficiency to date (Reference (29)). 
 
The Sb2Se3 material within the interference filter limits, however, the operating temperature of 
the tandem filter.  A single layer of Sb2Se3 transforms from an amorphous material to a 
crystalline material at approximately 293F (145C) after a few minutes as shown in Figure 9.  
This transformation results in an unacceptable increase in absorption.  Figure 10 shows the 
impact of the increased absorption for a Sb2Se3 based tandem filter at 212F (100C) for about 
330 hours.  This figure also shows that at 176F (80C) after about 1150 hours no change in the 
performance of a Sb2Se3 based tandem filter occurred. 
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Sb2Se3 Phase Transition
X-ray diffraction measurements of single layer on glass substrate 
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Figure 9:  Temperature Stability of Single Layers Sb2Se3 Using X-Ray Diffraction 
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Sb2Se3 Temperature Stability
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Figure 10:  Temperature Stability of Sb2Se3 Based Tandem Filters 
 
Given the temperature stability limitation of Sb2Se3, alternative materials were sought to replace 
the Sb2Se3.  To be sure, a back surface reflector could be used without a front surface, tandem 
filter and, therefore, eliminate the associated temperature stability limitation.  However, as will 
be described later, the efficiency performance of a back surface reflector is about 25 percent 
less than a tandem filter. 
 
Two alternative materials have been identified, GaTe and Sb2S3, to replace the Sb2Se3 in the 
tandem filter.  Similar to the evaluation of Sb2Se3, the transformation temperatures of these 
materials are shown in Figure 11.  The GaTe material is the preferred material because it has a 
higher refractive index (n~3.1) than Sb2S3 (n~2.8).  Accordingly, fabrication development was 
focused on GaTe based tandem filters, and numerous GaTe based tandem filters have been 
fabricated successfully. 
 
However, the refractive index of GaTe is lower than refractive index (n~3.4) of Sb2Se3 and 
therefore, the performance of the GaTe tandem filter designs are expected to be slightly lower 
(~1-2%) than the comparable performance for the Sb2Se3 based tandem filter designs. 
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GaTe Phase Transition
X-ray diffraction measurements of single layer on glass substrate 
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Figure 11:  Temperature Stability of Single Layers of GaTe and Sb2S3 
 
Energy weighted spectral 
performance: 
 
Measured 
ηspectral = 73%, T>Eg  = 73%  
 
Design 
ηspectral = 79%, T>Eg  = 81% 
 
(For Tradiator = 1750°F (954°C), εradiator = 
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Figure 12:  Performance of GaTe Based Tandem Filters 
 
In the end, Sb2Se3 based tandem filters provide the highest spectral efficiency but with the 
operating temperature limit of about 176F (80C), and GaTe based tandem filters provide slightly 
lower performance than Sb2Se3 based tandem filters but allow an operating temperature of at 
least 302F (150C).  Currently the measured, spectral efficiency of GaTe based tandem filters is 
about 4% less than the Sb2Se3 based tandem filters.  This difference may decrease with 
additional development. 
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Frequency Selective Surfaces 
 
A frequency selective surface (FSS) is a two-dimensional periodic array of electromagnetic 
scattering elements (metal holes or patches) with wavelength selective spectral properties that 
depend on the size, shape, and spacing of the elements (Reference (18)).  It has been 
proposed that an FSS with sub-micron feature size would be a suitable filter for thermal 
radiation (1-10 µm) in a TPV application (References (30-32)).  However, as described below, 
spectral performance of both fabricated and modeled FSS structures is significantly lower than 
the tandem filter. 
 
Figure 13 provides a comparison of the measured spectral performance at 11o incident angle  
and predicted spectral performance at normal incidence of an aluminum ring-aperture FSS.  
The ring-aperture aluminum FSS structure was fabricated via phase-shift lithography at MIT 
Lincoln Laboratory (Reference (33)) and modeled using Ansoft Corporation’s finite-element High 
Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) code.  In general, good agreement is achieved between 
measured data and simulated results.  As shown in Figure 13, the ring aperture FSS exhibits a 
peak in absorption of approximately 20 percent in the filter pass band for both measured and 
simulated spectral performance.  As described below, this unacceptably high absorption is 
caused by ohmic losses resulting from induced currents in the FSS metallization.  
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Figure 13:  Measured (points) and Modeled (lines) Ring Aperture FSS Spectral 
Performance (Left), SEM (center) and structure (right) 
 
FSS filters selectively reflect and transmit incident radiation depending on the superposition 
between the incident field and the scattered field from the induced currents in the metallic FSS.  
The induced currents are determined by the geometry of the FSS and can be represented by a 
resonant circuit of inductive, capacitive, and resistive elements (Reference (18)).  The 
resistance is due to the finite conductivity of the metal structure and results in ohmic losses that 
are measured as absorption in the FSS structure.  An FSS modeled as a perfect electrical 
conductor does not show any absorption.  This absorption mechanism is thus intrinsic to FSS  
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operation given the finite conductivity of the metal, (References (25, 34, 35)) and is particularly 
detrimental to TPV filter performance because the peak absorption occurs at or near the peak in 
filter transmission.  Physically, the peak absorption is a maximum at the filter resonance 
because the induced currents reach peak values and the maximum fraction of the FSS metal 
(i.e., both sides of the filter) participates in the resonant behavior (Reference (35)). 
 
The spectral performance of the ring aperture FSS is compared to the tandem filter in Table 2 
assuming a 1750F (954C) radiator and a cell band gap that provides high filter efficiency near 
the peak of integrated above band gap transmission.  The poor relative performance of FSS is 
predominately due to the relatively slow reflection turn-on of the FSS at the band edge, high 
above band gap reflection, and the high above band gap absorption.  The spectral performance 
of the fabricated FSS is optimal for a cell with a lower band gap (0.45eV) than the tandem filter 
(0.52eV).  Consequently, the calculated parameters in the table are determined at this lower 
band gap for a best-case-scenario comparison. 
 
Several FSS design techniques have been explored to mitigate the above band gap absorption 
(Reference (25)) including: (1) replacing the aluminum metal with silver (higher DC 
conductivity), (2) reducing the metal area with a wire-mesh design, and (3) mounting an 
interference filter on a single-layer wire mesh FSS.  The only approach that significantly 
improves the spectral performance is the addition of an interference filter to the wire mesh FSS, 
which, despite the aggressive assumptions, remains below the tandem filter performance.  As 
shown in Table 2, all of the other cases considered had either significant above band gap 
absorption or low below band gap reflectivity and hence relatively poor spectral performance. 
 
For computational reasons, FSS structures were modeled only at normal incidence at the most 
favorable azimuthal (φ) orientation for a given FSS geometry.  Variation in spectral performance 
with polar (θ) angle-of-incidence is common for any filter, but variation with azimuthal angle is 
specific to FSS because of the 2-D periodicity of the FSS array and element shape.  Fabricated 
structures were measured at numerous orientations (both θ and φ) (Reference (25)), but for 
consistency with the modeling, the performance metrics were calculated near normal incidence.  
The degradation in FSS spectral performance for off-design angles is ignored here, but must be 
considered in actual TPV applications as the decrement is considerable and unavoidable due to 
the Lambertian distribution of the radiation.  Consequently, the performance metrics in Table 2 
are optimistic predictions of FSS performance.  An idealized 45°-only spectral performance is 
also calculated for the tandem filter for better comparison to the FSS structure. 
 
In general, all FSS filters fabricated to date by MIT Lincoln Laboratory and modeled by 
Lockheed Martin exhibit low above band gap transmission, high absorption in the filter pass 
band, and significant degradation in spectral performance for off-design angles of incidence 
(polar and azimuthal).  One exception to this is the wire mesh FSS geometry which had low 
below-bandgap reflectivity.  The origin of the pass-band absorption is attributed to ohmic losses 
in the FSS metallization, and is believed to be inherent—even in a perfectly fabricated 
structure—as it is the result of the induced currents in the finite conductivity FSS metal.  If it is 
assumed that FSS filters could be optimized for isotropic infrared radiation and if the above 
band gap reflectivity could be reduced, then the significant absorption in the pass band would 
still be a fundamental obstacle to incorporating a FSS filter into high-efficiency high-power 
density TPV spectral control. 
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Table 2:  Comparison of Tandem and FSS Filter Performance a
 
Integrated 
Above Band Gap Below Band Gap Configuration Efficiency 
Transmission Absorbtion Reflectivity Reflectivity 
TPV Filter Goal 85% 85% 3% 15% 97% 
Tandem filterb 
(measured) 
83% 79% 3% 18% 94% 
Tandem filterc 
(calculated) 
84% 81% 3% 13% 96% 
Ring-aperture 
FSSe (measured) 
~48% ~45% ~12% ~43% ~80% 
Ring-aperture 
FSSd (calculated) 
~50% ~40% ~14% ~46% ~85% 
Al Wire-mesh 
FSSd (calculated) 
~55% ~80% ~7% ~13% ~68% 
Wire-mesh FSSe 
(measured) 
~45% ~71% ~5% ~24% ~67% 
Wire-mesh FSSd  
w/ Tandem Filterc  
(estimated) 
~75% ~66% ~5% ~29% ~93% 
a) Parameters calculated for optimal cell bandgap (0.45-0.55eV) and radiator temperature Trad = 954C; 
b) Angle-of-incidence weighted; 
c) 45° Angle-of-incidence; 
d) 0° Angle-of-incidence; 
e) 11° Angle-of-incidence 
 
Back Surface Spectral Control 
Back surface, metallic reflectors have achieved useful levels of spectral performance but less 
than the spectral efficiency of front surface, tandem filters.  A back surface, metallic reflector or 
more commonly a back surface reflector (BSR) (Reference (36-38)) reflects (recuperates) below 
band gap photons that pass through the TPV cell back to the radiating surface through the cell 
as shown in Figure 14. 
 
The measured spectral performance of a 0.60 eV InGaAs monolithically integrated module 
(MIM) with a back surface reflector and a single layer Si3N4 antireflection coating is shown in 
Figure 14 for both unprocessed and processed (i.e., addition of grid fingers and trenches 
needed for the MIM concept) material.  The BSR in Figure 14 achieved 55 percent spectral 
efficiency with ~82 percent above band gap transmission.  An in-cavity TPV efficiency 
measurement of 17 percent has been achieved using 0.6eV InGaAs MIM with a BSR 
(Reference (21)). 
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Assumptions: Tradiator = 1750°F (954°C), Tcell = 50°C, εradiator = 1.0 
Figure 14:  Measured Near Normal Reflectance of Back Surface, Metallic Reflectors 
 
Spectral performance of the BSR concept is primarily limited by free carrier absorption in the 
TPV diode layers.  Free carrier absorption in the diode layers or diode substrate reduces long 
wavelength reflectivity. Therefore, low diode layer doping and a very low doped semi-insulating 
substrate (e.g., InP) should be used to maximize BSR spectral performance.  Alternatively, in 
some diode concepts, substrate thinning or removal could be performed to mitigate the 
absorption caused by a conducting substrate.  In most diode architectures, free carrier 
absorption causes a trade-off between diode and spectral performance (i.e., higher doping in 
some diode layers improves diode performance at the expense of BSR spectral performance).  
In addition, as shown in Figure 14, TPV device processing causes light scattering and trapping 
which results in a further reduction of below band gap reflectance. 
 
The BSR spectral control option has the advantage of being less complicated than a tandem 
filter and it provides higher integrated above band gap transmission (85% to 90% for BSR 
compared to ~80% for tandem filters).  However, current BSR spectral efficiency is significantly 
lower than current tandem filter spectral efficiency (~55% for BSR compared to ~75% for 
tandem filters for the assumptions shown in Figure 14.  Diode design and fabrication experience 
to date indicates that there is little room for improvement of the BSR spectral performance 
without significantly impacting diode performance. 
 
Radiating Surface Spectral Control 
 
The spectral efficiency and above band gap transmission performance of materials and 
structures used for radiating surface spectral control has been significantly less than the 
performance of front surface, tandem filters and less than the performance of back surface 
reflectors.  The performance to date has shown that wavelength selective radiators have 
spectral efficiencies of about 50% or less. 
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The considerable development effort to date of selective, textured, or filtered radiator surfaces 
for TPV energy conversion (Reference (3-11)) has shown the difficulty of achieving the desired 
spectral emittance performance at high temperatures.  Since the radiators inherently operate at 
high temperatures, the availability of stable materials and structures with the necessary optical 
properties is limited.  Selective radiators (e.g., rare earth oxides) represent the use of bulk 
materials with intrinsic spectral emittance properties at the required temperature of operation.  
Surface modification can be used for textured TPV radiators to increase the short wavelength 
(E>Eg) emissivity of a base material with low long wavelength (E<Eg) emissivity (e.g., tungsten).  
A filtered radiator enhances the intrinsic, spectral emittance by applying thin layers on the bulk 
radiator material.  A 3-D photonic crystal structure radiator has been postulated for use as either 
an engineered bulk radiator material or a filter on a bulk radiator material (Reference (12, 19)). 
 
To equal the performance of current front surface, tandem filters, selective, filtered, textured, or 
photonic crystal radiator surfaces must achieve a spectral emittance equal to one minus the 
spectral reflectance of a front surface, tandem filter as shown in Figure 15.  This figure shows 
only the performance at 45° incidence angle.  A radiating surface would need to have the high 
above band gap emittance with a sharp transition to a low emittance in the below band gap 
spectral region.  In addition, this radiating surface would need to achieve the same performance 
of the front surface, tandem filters at all incidence angles. 
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Figure 15:  Equivalent Spectral Emittance to Achieve Spectral Performance of Front 
Surface, Tandem Filters with High Emissivity (~0.8) Radiator 
 
TPV ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM DESIGN 
The spectral and directional dispersion of photons are important considerations in the design 
TPV energy conversion systems, as the following discussions suggest. 
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TPV Band Gap Selection 
 
The selection of the TPV cell band gap is a function of the required performance of a TPV 
energy conversion system and of the performance of the available spectral control technology. 
 
For a given radiator temperature, spectral control eases as the band gap of the TPV cell 
decreases.  As the band gap decreases, the percentage of usable energy increases and the 
spectral control technology needs to recuperate less unusable energy.  However, TPV cell 
efficiency decreases, in general, as the band gap of the TPV cell decreases. 
 
Figure 16 presents calculations of TPV efficiency, ηTPV, and output power density, Pout (W/cm2), 
as a function of TPV cell bandgap and integrated below bandgap effective emissivity.  TPV 
efficiency is calculated from: 
 
ηTPV = Pout/qtotal = ηcell ⋅ ηspectral ⋅ ηmodule  Equation 7 
 
 ηcell = QE ⋅ Fo ⋅ q0Voc /Eg ⋅ FF  Equation 8 
 
where: 
 
qtotal is the total heat flux absorbed (W/cm2), 
ηcell is the TPV cell efficiency, 
ηspectral is the spectral efficiency, 
ηmodule is the module efficiency (defined in the next section), 
QE is the photon weighted internal quantum efficiency, 
Fo is the photon over excitation efficiency, 
q0Voc / Eg is the open circuit voltage efficiency (q0 is the charge of an electron), 
FF is the power usage efficiency or fill factor, 
 
The following assumptions were made in this parameter study: 
 
• integrated above bandgap transmission = 76% (consistent with 90% above bandgap 
radiator emissivity, 15% above bandgap filter reflectivity, and 2% above bandgap 
filter absorption) 
• radiator temperature = 1750F (954C) 
• TPV cell temperature = 122F (50C) 
• QE = 95% 
• FF = 0.95 x FFRs=0 = 95% of the zero series resistance fill factor 
• 10% inactive area with reflectivity as indicated in Figure 16 
 
These assumptions are consistent with the performance of state-of-the-art TPV cells and filters.  
The following correlation for TPV cell dark current density versus TPV cell bandgap and TPV 
cell temperature was used in this parameter study: 
 
Jo (A/cm2) = 1.583x10-5 ⋅e2.912 Eg⋅(Tcell)3 ⋅ e-Eg/kB Tcell  Equation 9 
 
Equation 9 is based on a correlation from Wanlass (Reference (39)), scaled to be consistent 
with PC-1D analysis of the projected performance (based on engineering limits) of 0.52eV 
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InGaAsSb TPV cells (Reference (40)) and 0.60eV InGaAs cells.  The following assumptions 
were used in the PC-1D analyses: 
• TPV cell active layer thickness = 2.8 µm 
• front and back surface recombination velocity = 10 cm/sec 
• Shockley Reed Hall recombination lifetime = 3µs 
• Auger recombination coefficient, C = 10-28 cm6/sec 
 
Radiative recombination and photon recycling modeled using an effective radiative 
recombination coefficient: Beff = B/ϕ = 2.86 x 10-12, where B is calculated using the 
van Roosbroek-Shockley relationship and the photon recycling factor, ϕ, is calculated according 
to Asbeck (Reference (41)) assuming a 100% reflecting back surface. 
 
Figure 16 shows that even low levels of integrated below band gap effective emissivity have a 
significant effect on TPV efficiency and on the location of the optimum (peak efficiency) TPV cell 
band gap.  Note that efficiency is a weak function of TPV cell band gap near the peak efficiency 
whereas power density is a strong function of TPV cell band gap in this same range. 
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Figure 16:  TPV efficiency and power density versus TPV cell bandgap 
 
The importance of band gap on efficiency enters via the determination of the fraction of usable 
energy (for a given radiator temperature), which subsequently affects spectral efficiency (Figure 
6).  The strong dependence of TPV efficiency on spectral performance for TPV cell band gaps 
greater than ~0.4 eV is a result of the relatively low fraction of above band gap photons.  It is a 
key conclusion that lower band gap TPV cells can enable both higher power density and higher 
efficiency when spectral control limitations are included. In addition, spectral control 
performance plays a major role in defining the TPV cell band gap that provides the peak TPV  
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efficiency.  In effect, spectral performance (recuperation) in TPV systems is important and for a 
given radiator temperature influences the determination of the TPV cell band gap. 
 
Spectral Control Influence on TPV Enclosure/Cavity Design 
 
TPV system design introduces unique photonic issues, which affect efficiency and power 
density.  For example, a TPV converter necessarily involves some sort of cavity (Reference 
(42)).  From a photonic viewpoint, the key TPV cavity attributes are: 
 
1. parasitic absorption at inactive cold side areas (e.g., grids, busbars, and gaps between 
TPV cells) 
2. angular and polarization dependent radiator emissivity (i.e., non-Lambertian), 
3. angular and polarization dependent front surface filter reflectivity 
4. finite separation between radiator and TPV cell which alters the angular dispersion 
5. cavity edge leakage or sidewall absorption 
 
These non-ideal cavity attributes complicate the photon recuperation process.  In general, 
advanced numerical techniques such as Monte Carlo and photon ray tracing are needed to 
quantify the impact of these processes on TPV performance (Reference (42, 43)). 
 
The impact of parasitic absorption in inactive cold side areas on TPV efficiency can be 
quantified via a module efficiency factor, ηmodule.  The module efficiency factor is directly 
proportional to TPV efficiency and is defined as the total photonic energy absorbed in active 
TPV cell area divided by total photonic energy absorbed.  Figure 17 shows the results of a 
simplified cavity analysis that examines the impact of inactive area and its reflectivity (assumed 
to be constant with wavelength and incident angle) on ηmodule. This analysis is based on the 
following assumptions: 
 
• εrad(λ,θ) = 0.9 
• use of a front surface filter with  
o integrated above band gap filter reflection = 15% 
o integrated above band gap filter parasitic absorption = 2% 
• Th = 1750F 
• Eg = 0.5 eV 
 
As shown in Figure 17,  both the fraction of active area and the reflectivity of inactive area 
(Rinactive) have a strong influence on module efficiency; for example, 85% active area and 90% 
inactive area reflectivity results in ηmodule~0.9.  Figure 18 shows ηmodule versus inactive area 
reflectivity for TPV cell bandgaps of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 eV assuming 85% active area.  As 
shown in Figure 18, ηmodule is also a strong function of the TPV cell bandgap with higher cell 
bandgaps resulting in lower module efficiency.  This result is expected since the TPV cell 
bandgap plays a major role in determining the total photonic energy absorbed, but does not 
impact parasitic absorption in the inactive area.  The large variation in module efficiency shown 
in Figure 17 and Figure 18 indicates the importance of including cavity photonic issues when 
estimating TPV system performance. 
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Figure 17:  Module efficiency versus inactive area reflectivity and active area fraction 
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Figure 18:  Module efficiency versus inactive area reflectivity and TPV cell bandgap 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Front surface, tandem filters coupled with a high emissivity (~0.8) radiator have achieved the 
highest spectral performance for thermophotovoltaic energy conversion systems.  The other, 
lower performing TPV spectral control options shown in Table 1 may have applications where 
front surface, tandem filters are unsuitable or radiating power needs to be adjusted or controlled 
as with a radioisotope, heat-to-electricity conversion system.  To compare these technologies, 
the relative performance of each TPV spectral control option is shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3:  Relative Performance of TPV Spectral Control Options 
 
 Spectral Efficiency
Above Band Gap 
Transmission
Low Medium High 
Low FSS Filters   
Medium Radiators  Tandem Filters 
High  Back Surface 
Reflectors 
 
 
Various combinations of these spectral control technologies can in some cases be used 
together to further improve performance. 
 
Key technical conclusions include: 
 
• Spectral control performance is important for TPV cell performance in a TPV system and 
influences the optimum bandgap for a given radiator temperature. 
 
• Low bandgap TPV cells are conceptually enabling for both higher TPV efficiency and 
higher power density when spectral control limitations are included. 
 
• Front surface tandem filters have achieved the highest spectral control performance for 
TPV energy conversion. 
 
• Higher performance for front surface, frequency selective surface (FSS) filters is limited 
due to finite conductivity of the metal used to create the surface.  Therefore, FSS filters 
do not satisfy the strict requirements for high spectral efficiency and high above band 
gap transmission as compared to current tandem filter technology. 
 
• Back surface reflectors have achieved useful levels of spectral performance but less 
than the spectral performance of tandem filters.  Higher performance for back surface 
reflectors is limited by free carrier absorption in the TPV cell layers. 
 
• The spectral performance of radiator materials for TPV spectral control lags the 
performance of front surface, tandem filters for energy conversion in an application 
requiring maximum power density. 
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